
…Use Design 
Sprints for AI 
challenges?

HMW



AI is waiting for 
humans…

🤖



This meetup is organised by:

Matthijs Alderliefste

Thijs Speet

Aart Verweij



We will design the best way to SPRINT for AI and Data 
Science projects. To get there, we will use some 
Liberating Structure and Design Sprint principles.

This Meetup is a workshop



Agenda

-Primer on AI  
-Current Way of Working + Challenge 
-Workshop: improve the AI SPRINT



A brief introduction to 
artificial intelligence.
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To find useful product applications.
10 min



Self-driving cars Deep fakes Taking over the world



Making computers more 
intelligent.
! Making more intelligent products.



Recommend people to connect with. 
Which candidates you should source. 
Which jobs should you apply to. 
What courses to take. 
What you see in your newsfeed.

Recommend which videos you might 
like.

Predict inventory effects of bonus 
promotions for every product.

Create structure in their 
economic graph data, 
personalised for every user.



Product functionality with AI technology

Vision 
Language understanding 

Prediction 

Recommendation 
Ranking 

Classification

non-exhaustive list



Under the hood

Rule based Machine learning



Under the hood, machine learning

• Linear Regression 

• Logistic Regression 

• Decision Tree 

• SVM 

• Naive Bayes 

• kNN 
• K-Means 
• Random Forest 

• Dimensionality Reduction 
Algorithms 

• Gradient Boosting algorithms 

• GBM 

• XGBoost 

• LightGBM 

• CatBoost 

• Generative Adversarial Networks

non-exhaustive list



As with most technology, 

Have a clear user goal. 
 
When machine learning, 

Consider which data (examples) the computer will 
require to learn the task you want it to do.



Follow up
matthijs@switchai.nl

mailto:matthijs@switchai.nl


AI is waiting for 
humans…

🤖

You are 
so slow 
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WELCOME @
onn - boar - ding



WHO ARE WE?
#NO WORRIES  

#NO SALES PITCH  
#CURRENTLY FULLY BOOKED 

#NO SPRINT FACILITATORS



We are a front runner  
in the new wave of  

consultancy 



Multidisciplinair, nimble, 
highly data driven, 

multi-industry,  
value based
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Next-gen, practical, 
value for money, instant value, faster,  

results

Traditional, theoretical, 
overpriced, low value, slow, 
reports

FROM

TO



ONBRDNG Building Blocks

O

Product DS/AA

Strategy

Transformative Training

Radical insights Platform / Tooling / Playbooks 

Partnerships



Our clients
A few companies we help creating value and growth by digital craft



EXAMPLE CASE
#BUILDING A RELEVANT ALTERNATIVE TO NETFLIX



0

650.000+



LEARNING
 We started quite late with data driven/informed 

decisioning





AI is not a challenge/goal
Even though some execs think it is #buzzwords



AI is a possible solution





This guy did his thing 
@Google



A highly data informed company by nature



And he created this



We work closely with Sprint facilitators 
on clients that are not that data informed 



And we are experiencing 3 issues
On existing products



1. Is the Subject matter expert really an expert?



We regularly receive these kind of prep 
questions for the Subject Matter experts



Thank you AJ & 
Smart :-)



2. Are we making assumptions on the right metrics? 



0

650.000+



We missed some key insights impacting the CX  
(QOS video and having the right content for example)



And what about after the sprint?



3. How are we going to deal with the 
data/technical debt? 



Coming out of the design sprint with 
high energy & great ideas 

But organisational reality is blocking us



So basically we have 3 issues with the 
current Design Sprint Method: 

1. Subject matter expert is clueless (no use of data at all) 
2. Assumptions are based on the wrong metrics 
3. Data/Technical debt within organisations



We need to use  
data/advanced analytics/

machine learning/AI  
in design sprints!



Example

Scrum Sprints
Deliver actionable 

insightsQuickscan Data/Systems
Define Hypotheses 

Data delivery
Validate hypotheses  

with actual data

Solve possible 
data gaps

D A T A  S P R I N T

Customer

Customer

Takes a looooong time

Customer



How might we:  

Use insights from data sources 
without slowing down the  

Design/Data Sprint proces?



Take it away Aart



First we Ideate

We use a Liberating 
Structure called 

25/10 Crowdsourcing



• Take 1 index card 
• write your bold idea

We should have 
SIRI join the expert interviews



• mill around to mix, not to 
discuss and no reading 

• Pair up 
• Score your card on the 

back with 1 to 5 stars 
• Repeat (5 times)

***
****



Write your bold 
Idea

🤖

You get 
3 min.



Mix and Score 
(2  min)

🤖

This will 
NOT help

Interesting

Yes! Amazing 
idea!

Meh..

Total disaster



Which ideas do 
you think are best?

🤖

Scoring 
Time!



Innovation is never an idea problem

Cheap



So, let’s Design

- Make a Group. Every group 
works on 1 of the winning idea's 

- On your table is a flip sheet with 
a sprint schedule. You’ll fill it in 

together



Now we Design
1. Think up what should be the 

purpose of each day 
2. Think up what should be the 

final delivery of each day 
3. Post exercises in each day 
4. Stick highlights below

5



Example



THURSDAY

Use feedback from 
all tests to create 
 clear next steps

Test the prototype 
with 5 consumers

WEDNESDAY

Design and build 
prototypes

Select best 
solutions

MONDAY

Produce 
solutions

Define the  
problem

Sprint Schedule - Week 1 
TUESDAY

Get out of the 
building: 

Gather insights from 
consumer interviews 



Lightning 
Presentations

🤖

Otherwise it 
takes too long..



Vote



@1.sprint

🤖
Let’s link!

1sprint


